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THE PROPER AND SEMI-PROPER FORCING AXIOMS
FOR FORCING NOTIONS THAT PRESERVE ℵ2 OR ℵ3

JOEL DAVID HAMKINS AND THOMAS A. JOHNSTONE

(Communicated by Julia Knight)

Abstract. We prove that the PFA lottery preparation of a strongly unfold-
able cardinal κ under ¬0� forces PFA(ℵ2-preserving), PFA(ℵ3-preserving) and
PFAℵ2 , with 2ω = κ = ℵ2. The method adapts to semi-proper forcing, giving
SPFA(ℵ2-preserving), SPFA(ℵ3-preserving) and SPFAℵ2 from the same hy-
pothesis. It follows by a result of Miyamoto that the existence of a strongly un-

foldable cardinal is equiconsistent with the conjunction SPFA(ℵ2-preserving)+
SPFA(ℵ3-preserving) + SPFAℵ2 +2ω = ℵ2. Since unfoldable cardinals are rel-
atively weak as large cardinal notions, our summary conclusion is that in order
to extract significant strength from PFA or SPFA, one must collapse ℵ3 to ℵ1.

A convergence of recent results has pointed at the strongly unfoldable cardinals,
relatively low in the large cardinal hierarchy, as a surprisingly efficacious substi-
tute for supercompact cardinals in several large cardinal phenomena. For example,
Johnstone [Joh07, Joh], fulfilling earlier hints that a Laver-style indestructibility
phenomenon may be possible, proved that any strongly unfoldable cardinal κ can
be made indestructible by all <κ-closed κ-proper forcing. In subsequent joint work
[HJ], we extended this to indestructibility by all <κ-closed κ+-preserving forcing.
In this article, we adapt the construction, just as Baumgartner modified the Laver
preparation [Lav78] to force the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA) from a supercom-
pact cardinal, to force interesting fragments of PFA from an unfoldable cardinal.
Succinctly, in this article we explain how to carry out the Baumgartner PFA con-
struction using a mere strongly unfoldable cardinal in the place of his supercompact
cardinal and using the PFA lottery preparation in place of his Laver-style iteration.
The end result is a new relatively low upper bound on PFA(ℵ2-preserving) and
PFA(ℵ3-preserving). The methods extend analogously to the case of semi-proper
forcing and the corresponding fragments of SPFA.

This project can be viewed as a continuation of Miyamoto’s construction [Miy98],
where he used a hypothesis equivalent to strong unfoldability to prove the rela-
tive consistency of PFAc (see Theorem 6 below). There is also a strong affinity
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with recent work of Neeman and Schimmerling [NS08], who used the PFA lottery
preparation independently, obtaining other weak fragments of PFA from weakly
indescribable cardinals.

Let us quickly review the relevant concepts. The Proper Forcing Axiom PFA
is the assertion that for any proper poset Q and every collection D of at most ℵ1

many dense subsets of Q, there is a filter G ⊆ Q meeting every dense set in D. If Γ
is a class of posets, then PFA(Γ) is the corresponding assertion restricted to proper
Q ∈ Γ. We say that a forcing notion Q is δ-preserving if it does not collapse δ as a
cardinal. Thus, the axiom PFA(ℵ2-preserving) asserts that for every ℵ2-preserving
proper poset Q and every collection D of ℵ1 many dense subsets of Q, there is a
filter G ⊆ Q meeting every element of D. Similarly, PFA(ℵ3-preserving) makes the
corresponding assertion about proper ℵ3-preserving forcing. (Note that with ℵ3-
preserving forcing, we do not insist that ℵ3 is preserved as ℵ3, only that it remains
a cardinal.) Proper forcing, of course, is always ℵ1-preserving.

If A is any class of partial orders, then the lottery sum ⊕A is the partial order
{ 〈Q, q〉 | q ∈ Q ∈ A} ∪ {1l}, ordered with 1l above everything and 〈Q, q〉 ≤ 〈P, p〉 if
and only if Q = P and q ≤Q p. Forcing with ⊕A amounts to choosing a winning
poset from A and then forcing with it. This is also commonly known as side-by-side
forcing and is forcing equivalent to the Boolean product (without omitting 0) of
the corresponding Boolean algebras. We use the notation f ... X → Y for partial
functions, to indicate that dom(f) ⊆ X and ran(f) ⊆ Y . We use ZFC− to denote
the theory consisting of all the usual ZFC axioms except the Power Set axiom. The
lottery preparation of [Ham00] is the Easton support iteration of suitably large
lottery sums of progressively closed forcing, the point being that by allowing the
filter generically to select which forcing is performed at each stage, one avoids the
need for a Laver function. Just as Baumgartner adapted the Laver preparation to
the case of proper forcing, here we adapt the lottery preparation.

Definition 1. The PFA lottery preparation of a cardinal κ, relative to the function
f ... κ → κ, is the countable support κ-iteration, which forces at stages γ ∈ dom(f)
with the lottery sum of all proper forcing Q in V [Gγ ] having hereditary size at most
f(γ).

The PFA lottery preparation was introduced in Johnstone’s dissertation [Joh07]
and later used independently by Neeman and Schimmerling in [NS08]. The PFA
lottery preparation works best when f exhibits certain fast growth behavior, such
as the Menas property, discussed below, and we will only perform the preparation
with respect to such functions. The PFA lottery preparation of a supercompact
cardinal forces PFA (see Theorem 12), but the point of this article is to use a much
smaller cardinal, a strongly unfoldable cardinal, to achieve interesting fragments of
PFA.

So let us turn now to the unfoldable and strongly unfoldable cardinals, introduced
by Villaveces [Vil98]. An inaccessible cardinal κ is unfoldable if for every ordinal θ it
is θ-unfoldable, meaning that for every transitive set M of size κ with κ ∈ M there
is a transitive set N and an elementary embedding j : M → N with critical point κ
and j(κ) ≥ θ. An inaccessible cardinal κ is strongly unfoldable if for every ordinal
θ it is θ-strongly unfoldable, meaning that for every transitive set M |= ZFC− of
size κ with κ ∈ M and M<κ ⊆ M there is a transitive set N and an elementary
embedding j : M → N with critical point κ such that j(κ) ≥ θ and Vθ ⊆ N . We
refer to such M as the κ-models of set theory. The strongly unfoldable cardinals were
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introduced independently by Miyamoto [Miy98] as the Hκ+ -reflecting cardinals, an
equivalent characterization. The unfoldable and strongly unfoldable cardinals lie
relatively low in the large cardinal hierarchy, somewhat above the weakly compact
cardinals, and they relativize to L in the sense that every unfoldable cardinal is
unfoldable in L and in fact strongly unfoldable there, for in L the two notions
coincide. For this reason, the notions of unfoldability and strong unfoldability,
although not equivalent, have the same consistency strength, bounded below by
the totally indescribable cardinals and above by the subtle cardinals.

Although the strongly unfoldable cardinals are defined to exhibit a miniature
form of strongness, they are also known to exhibit a supercompactness nature.
Specifically, [DH06, Lemma 5] shows that an inaccessible cardinal κ is (θ + 1)-
strongly unfoldable (κ ≤ θ) if and only if for every κ-model M there is a transitive
set N and an embedding j : M → N with critical point κ, such that j(κ) > θ and
N�θ ⊆ N and |N | = �θ+1. A similar observation is made in [Miy98]. In particular,
since M and hence j have size κ, such embeddings have both M and j as elements
of N , a feature we call the Hauser property, since this characterization is proved by
adapting the Hauser method [Hau91] from the indescribable cardinal context. This
supercompactness-like nature of the unfoldability embedding allows us to borrow
techniques for strong unfoldability from the supercompact cardinals.

The PFA lottery preparation will work best when f exhibits a certain fast-
growing behavior called the Menas property, defined for various large cardinals to
ensure for suitable large cardinal embeddings j : M → N that j(f)(κ) can be
made as large as desired. The importance of this is that if P is the PFA lottery
preparation of κ in M , then the stage κ lottery of j(P) is expansive enough to
include whatever forcing Q̇ ∈ N we had desired to include within it. Below a
condition in j(P) opting for this Q̇ at stage κ, therefore, the forcing j(P) factors
as P ∗ Q̇ ∗ Ptail, where Ptail is the forcing beyond stage κ. This ability to factor
j(P) so that Q appears explicitly at stage κ is the key technique by which the
lottery preparation avoids the need for Laver functions. Indeed, the cardinals with
which we are concerned—strongly unfoldable, unfoldable, indescribable and weakly
compact cardinals—may have no Laver functions, because [DH06] shows that even
♦κ(REG) may fail at them. Nevertheless, [Ham] shows that one can add Laver
functions generically. In the particular case of a strongly unfoldable cardinal κ,
we say that f has the strong unfoldability Menas property if for every κ-model M
having f ∈ M there is an embedding j : M → N with cp(j) = κ and Vθ ⊆ N , and
j(f)(κ) ≥ θ. (The terminology arises from Menas’ prescient treatment [Men74] of
strongly compact cardinals.) It is not difficult to check that one can carry such a
function through [DH06, Lemma 5] in order to obtain embeddings j : M → N with
the Hauser property j ∈ N as well as the Menas property j(f)(κ) ≥ θ.

Johnstone [Joh07] observed that every strongly unfoldable cardinal has a func-
tion exhibiting the strong unfoldability Menas property. Specifically, consider the
failure-of-strong-unfoldability function f ... κ → κ, for a strongly unfoldable cardinal
κ, defined by f(γ) = θ when γ is an inaccessible non-strongly unfoldable cardinal
below κ and θ is least such that γ is not θ-strongly unfoldable. Because one can al-
ways find θ-strong unfoldability embeddings j : M → N for which κ is not strongly
unfoldable in N , while Vθ ⊆ N ensures that κ is at least <θ-strongly unfoldable in
N , it follows that j(f)(κ) ≥ θ, as desired. Subsequently, we shall only consider the
PFA lottery preparation with respect to functions having the Menas property.
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Finally, we are ready to prove the first main theorem, obtaining a fragment of
PFA from unfoldability. Since every unfoldable cardinal is strongly unfoldable in
L, the hypothesis of the next theorem is equiconsistent with the existence of an
unfoldable cardinal. This theorem answers Question 59 of [Joh07].

Theorem 2. If κ is strongly unfoldable and V = L, then the PFA lottery prepara-
tion of κ forces PFA(ℵ2-preserving) and PFA(ℵ3-preserving), with 2ω = κ = ℵ2.

Proof. Assume κ is strongly unfoldable and V = L. Let P be the PFA lottery
preparation of κ defined relative to a function f ... κ → κ with the Menas property,
and suppose that G ⊆ P is L-generic. Since the lottery sum of proper forcing is
proper, each stage of this forcing is proper and consequently the entire iteration
P is proper. Thus, ω1 is preserved between L and L[G]. If γ is a cardinal of L
between ω1 and κ, however, then the forcing to collapse γ to ω1, being countably
closed and hence proper and having size less than κ, will appear unboundedly often
in the lottery sums of P; consequently, by genericity, there will be many stages at
which the generic filter G opts for it and so all such γ are collapsed to ω1 in L[G].
Meanwhile, a standard ∆-system argument shows that P has the κ-c.c., and so at
the top the cardinal κ itself is preserved, becoming ℵL[G]

2 . The usual nice-name
counting arguments show that the continuum 2ω and even 2ω1 in L[G] are at most
κ. Conversely, the generic filter will opt at unboundedly many stages to add a
Cohen real, and so the continuum of L[G] is at least κ. In summary, L[G] satisfies
κ = ℵ2 = c = 2ω = 2ω1 = c<c, and ℵL[G]

3 = κ+L.
Let us show next that L[G] satisfies PFA(ℵ3-preserving). In order to do so,

suppose that Q is an ℵ3-preserving proper notion of forcing in L[G] and D is a
family of ℵ1 many dense subsets of Q. Let Q̇ be a P-name for Q, forced by 1l to
have the properties mentioned. We will find a D-generic filter on Q in L[G]. Let
g ⊆ Q be L[G]-generic. Although g may happen to collapse κ = ℵ2 to ω1, we know
that κ+L remains a cardinal in L, L[G] and L[G][g]. Let λ be a regular cardinal
of L[G][g] above κ and large enough so that Q ∈ H

L[G]
λ . Let X ≺ H

L[G][g]
λ =

Lλ[G][g] be an elementary substructure of size |κ| in L[G][g], containing the objects
{P, κ, Q, f,D, G, g} and with κ ⊆ X. Let X = X ∩ L, which is an elementary
substructure of HL

λ = Lλ. Since X satisfies that G ∗ g ⊆ P ∗ Q̇ is L-generic, it
follows for every dense set D ⊆ P ∗ Q̇ with D ∈ X that X has witnessing elements
in G ∗ g ∩ D ∩ X. Since D ⊆ L, these witnesses must be in X ∩ L and hence in
X. Thus, G ∗ g ∩ D ∩ X �= ∅ for every dense set D ∈ X, which is to say that the
filter G ∗ g is X-generic. It follows that X = X[G][g] and g is X[G]-generic. In
particular, we have

g ∩ D ∩ X[G] �= ∅
for every dense set D ⊆ Q with D ∈ X[G]. Since D ∈ X[G] has size ω1, it follows
that D ⊆ X[G], and this consequently includes every D ∈ D. Although X ⊆ L, we
do not know that X ∈ L. Since X had size |κ| in L[G][g], it follows that X also
has size |κ| in L[G][g].

We now make the key step of the argument. Since 0� cannot be added by
set forcing over L, we may apply Jensen’s Covering Theorem in L[G][g] to find
a set Y ∈ L with X ⊆ Y and |X| = |Y | in L[G][g]. Since κ+ was preserved as
a cardinal, it follows that Y has cardinality κ in L. We may assume Y ⊆ HL

λ .
Indeed, since κ is inaccessible in L, we may further assume that Y is closed under
Skolem functions and <κ-sequences, so that Y ≺ HL

λ and Y <κ ⊆ Y in L. Since
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P ⊆ X ⊆ Y ⊆ L and G ⊆ P is L-generic, it follows that G is also Y -generic, and
that Y [G] ≺ HL

λ [G]. Although g ⊆ Q is X[G]-generic, we do not know that g
is Y [G]-generic. Nevertheless, the degree of genericity expressed in the displayed
equation of the previous paragraph will be sufficient for our purposes.

Let π : Y ∼= M be the Mostowski collapse of Y in L. Since G ⊆ P is Y -generic,
this agrees with the Mostowski collapse of the extension π : Y [G] ∼= M [G]. Note
that π is the identity on P, G and their elements because P ⊆ Y . The structure M
is a transitive set model of ZFC−, with |M | = κ and M<κ ⊆ M in L. In short, M is
a κ-model in L. (In fact, by the Condensation Principle, it follows that M = Lη for
some η < κ+, but we will not make use of this fact.) Let θ be a large enough ordinal
above λ so that the properness of Q is verified in V L

θ [G]. Since M is a κ-model in
L and κ is strongly unfoldable there, there is a θ-strong unfoldability embedding
j : M → N with the Hauser property, so that V L

θ ⊆ N and M and j are elements
of N , and the Menas property, so that j(f)(κ) ≥ θ. Consider the forcing j(P) in
N , which is the PFA lottery preparation of j(κ) defined with respect to j(f). Up
to stage κ, this agrees with P, and G ⊆ P is N -generic. Since V L

θ ⊆ N ∈ L, it
follows that V

L[G]
θ = V

N [G]
θ , and consequently, Q is in N [G] and proper there, since

θ was chosen to be large enough to witness this. Since j(f)(κ) ≥ θ, it follows that
Q appears in the stage κ lottery of j(P) in N [G]. Below a condition opting for Q in
this lottery sum, therefore, we may factor the forcing j(P) as P∗Q∗Ptail, where Ptail

is the forcing after stage κ. Force to add an L[G][g]-generic filter Gtail ⊆ Ptail. Thus,
G ∗ g ∗ Gtail ⊆ j(P) is N -generic, and in L[G][g][Gtail] we may lift the embedding to
j : M [G] → N [j(G)], with j(G) = G ∗ g ∗ Gtail.

Let Q0 = π(Q), D0 = π(D) and g0 = π " (g ∩ X[G]). (It would also seem
natural to use π " (g ∩ Y [G]) here, but there is a subtle question about whether
this is actually directed and consequently whether it generates a filter; so we use
π " (g ∩ X[G]) to skirt this issue.) Since V L

θ ⊆ N , it follows that Y and M are
in N and that X exists in N [G][g]. From this, it follows that Y [G], M [G] and π
are in N [G] and that X[G] exists in N [G][g]. Since j � M was in N , and the lift
of j to j : M [G] → N [j(G)] is defined by j : τG �→ j(τ )j(G), it follows that the
lift of j is in N [j(G)]. Thus, N [j(G)] is able to take the collapse of Q to Q0, take
the image of g ∩ X[G] to g0 under this collapse and then the image j " g0. We
conclude, consequently, that j " g0 is an element of N [j(G)]. Note that g ∩ X[G]
is a directed subset of Q ∩ X[G] since g is an X[G]-generic filter on Q. It follows
that g0 is a directed subset of Q0, and consequently j " g0 is a directed subset of
j(Q0). It therefore generates a filter on j(Q0). Furthermore, since D has size ℵ1

in X[G], it follows that D ⊆ Y [G], and so D0 = π(D) = π "D also has size ℵ1 and
consequently j(D0) = j " D0. Thus, every element of j(D0) has the form j(π(D))
for some D ∈ D. Since we established g ∩ D ∩ X[G] �= ∅ in the displayed equation
above, it follows that g0 ∩ π(D) �= ∅ and consequently (j " g0) ∩ j(π(D)) �= ∅. In
short, the filter on j(Q0) generated by j " g0 in N [j(G)] meets every dense set in
j(D0). Since j : M [G] → N [j(G)] is elementary, we conclude that M [G] has a
filter on Q0 meeting every dense set in D0. Since Y [G] ∼= M [G] via π, it follows
that Y [G] has a filter on Q meeting every dense set in D. Since Y [G] ≺ HL

λ [G],
it follows that L[G] has a filter on Q meeting every dense set in D, as desired for
this fragment of PFA. Thus, we have established PFA(ℵ3-preserving) in L[G], as
desired.
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The case of PFA(ℵ2-preserving) requires only a subtle change in the argument.
If in L[G] we have that Q is proper and ℵ2-preserving, but not ℵ3-preserving, then
we choose X ≺ H

L[G][g]
λ of size ℵ1, rather than size κ = ℵ2. As before, we insist that

X contains the objects {P, κ, Q, f,D, G, g}, but now we only request that ℵ1 ⊆ X,
rather than κ ⊆ X. It remains true that G∗g is X-generic, where X = X∩L ≺ HL

λ ,
and that X = X[G ∗ g], but now X has size ℵ1 in L[G][g]. By covering, there is
X∗ ∈ L with X ⊆ X∗ ⊆ HL

λ and |X∗|L[G][g] = ℵ1. Since κ was not collapsed
in L[G][g], it follows that X∗ has size less than κ in L. Now, by further closing
under Skolem functions and <κ-sequences, we may find Y ∈ L with X∗ ⊆ Y ≺ HL

λ

and Y <κ ⊆ Y in L, and |Y |L = κ. We may now continue with the argument
above. Since P ⊆ Y , we get that G ⊆ P is Y -generic, and although g ⊆ Q ∈ Y [G]
may not be Y [G]-generic, we know from the fact that g was X[G]-generic that
g∩D∩X[G] �= ∅ for all D ∈ X[G], and consequently for all D ∈ D. The rest of the
argument proceeds as before. We conclude that L[G] satisfies PFA(ℵ2-preserving)
as well. �

The argument generalizes beyond V = L to the following.

Theorem 3. If κ is strongly unfoldable and 0� does not exist, then the PFA lottery
preparation of κ forces PFA(ℵ2-preserving) and PFA(ℵ3-preserving), with 2ω = κ =
ℵ2.

Proof. The point is that if 0� does not exist, then Jensen’s covering theorem rela-
tivizes and we get covering for V ⊆ V [G][g] just as we did above for L ⊆ L[G][g],
and the argument proceeds just as above, but replacing L with V . So the structure
X = X ∩ V is covered by an element Y ∈ V of size κ, which we may assume has
Y ≺ HV

λ and Y <κ ⊆ Y in V . �

In the case that 0� exists and all other suitable covering principles fail, then the
key step of the argument appears to break down. Nevertheless, by restricting the
class of forcing somewhat, we can still retain a significant fragment of PFA. We
say that a forcing notion Q satisfies δ-covering if any new set of ordinals of size
less than δ added by Q is covered by a ground model set of size less than δ in the
ground model. That is, for every A ⊆ ORD in the corresponding forcing extension
V [G] with |A|V [G] < δ, there is B ∈ V with A ⊆ B and |B|V < δ. Note that
any δ-covering forcing is necessarily δ-preserving. The principle PFA(ℵ2-covering)
is the assertion that for any ℵ2-covering proper forcing notion Q and any family D
of ℵ1 many dense sets of Q, there is a filter on Q meeting all the dense sets in D.
We define PFA(ℵ3-covering) similarly.

Theorem 4. If κ is strongly unfoldable, then regardless of whether 0� exists or not,
the PFA lottery preparation of κ forces PFA(ℵ2-covering) and PFA(ℵ3-covering),
with 2ω = κ = ℵ2.

Proof. We carry out the construction of Theorem 2, but rather than using Jensen’s
Covering Theorem at the key step, we instead use the fact that Q has the appro-
priate covering property over V [G]. Since P is κ-c.c., it follows that P ∗ Q has the
analogous covering property over V , and this is exactly what is needed to find the
desired covering set Y ∈ V with X ⊆ Y and |Y |V = κ. The rest of the argument
proceeds just as before. �
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Pushing the argument a bit harder, we can unify and generalize the two principles
and achieve the PFA for forcing Q with what we call the (ℵ2,ℵ3)-cover property,
meaning that after forcing with Q, every set of ordinals of size less than ℵV

2 is
covered by a ground model set of size less than ℵV

3 in V . We view Theorem 4
as a generalization of Theorems 2 and 3, because when 0� does not exist, then
a forcing notion Q has ℵ2-covering if and only if it is ℵ2-preserving, and has ℵ3-
covering if and only if it is ℵ3-preserving, since in each case the covering part follows
for free from the Covering Theorem. Theorem 4 generalizes [Joh07, Theorem 57],
which used the PFA lottery preparation of a strongly unfoldable cardinal to obtain
PFA(ℵ2-proper), since every ℵ2-proper notion of forcing also has ℵ3-covering.

Next, we show how the same PFA lottery preparation extension exhibits another
PFA principle, introduced by Goldstern and Shelah [GS95] and investigated by
Miyamoto [Miy98].

Definition 5. The Proper Forcing Axiom PFAδ is the assertion that for any proper
complete Boolean algebra Q and any collection D of at most ℵ1 many maximal an-
tichains, each of size at most δ, there is a filter on Q meeting all maximal antichains
in D.

One can equivalently express PFAδ in terms of arbitrary proper posets, rather
than only proper complete Boolean algebras, but we caution the reader in this case
that special care is required when doing so. In order to have an equivalent principle,
the conclusion of PFAδ in the case of proper posets Q should be only that there
is a centered subset of Q meeting the antichains, rather than a filter. A subset C
of a poset Q is centered if every finite subset of C has a lower bound in Q, but
not necessarily in C. Every filter, of course, is centered, but not every centered set
in a poset generates a filter (although it does in every Boolean algebra, and more
generally, in any poset with the property that any two compatible elements have
a greatest lower bound). It is not clear that one should expect filters with PFAδ

for posets as opposed to centered sets, because if Q is a poset and F is a filter
on its completion B as a complete Boolean algebra, then although the restriction
F ∩ Q is centered in Q, it is not necessarily a filter in Q and it may not even
be directed. We find it natural anyway in the PFAδ context to prefer complete
Boolean algebras, since they have a richer collection of small antichains; after all,
every poset is forcing-equivalent to a poset having no small maximal antichains at
all (consider the lottery sum of the poset with itself δ+ many times, but without
any 1l), thereby trivializing these instances of PFAδ. For all these reasons, we take
PFAδ as defined above, using complete Boolean algebras and filters.

We point out that our model also exhibits PFAc.

Theorem 6. If κ is strongly unfoldable, then the PFA lottery preparation of κ
forces PFAc.

Proof. The main result of Miyamoto [Miy98] also provides a model of PFAc from
a strongly unfoldable cardinal κ (equivalent to κ being Hκ+ -reflecting) by first
forcing to add an appropriate Laver function and then carrying out a Laver-style
proper iteration in place of our PFA lottery preparation. Suppose that κ is strongly
unfoldable and that G ⊆ P is V -generic for the PFA lottery preparation of κ with
respect to a function f ... κ → κ with the Menas property. We aim to show that
PFAc holds in V [G]. As in Theorem 2, we know that V [G] satisfies κ = c = ℵ2 =
2ω = 2ω1 = c<c. Suppose that Q is a proper complete Boolean algebra in V [G].
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(We would actually only need that Q is a proper poset which contains for any two
compatible elements a unique greatest lower bound.) Let D be a family of ℵ1 many
maximal antichains in Q, each of size at most κ. We do not assume here that Q

preserves ℵ2 or ℵ3 or has any covering property. Let Q̇ and Ḋ be P-names for Q

and D, forced by 1l to have the properties we have mentioned. Pick λ sufficiently
large that Q̇ ∈ Hλ. In V , choose X ≺ Hλ with |X| = κ and X<κ ⊆ X, such
that P, Q̇, Ḋ and f are all in X. Since P ⊆ X, it follows that G is X-generic and
X[G] ≺ Hλ[G] = H

V [G]
λ . Let g ⊆ Q be V [G]-generic. Although we have no reason

to suppose that g is X[G]-generic, we do know that D ∈ X[G] and D ⊆ X[G], and
since every maximal antichain A ∈ D has size κ, it follows also that A ⊆ X[G] as
well. Thus, since g ∩ A �= ∅ for such A, it follows that

g ∩ A ∩ X[G] �= ∅.

As in Theorem 2, this will be sufficient genericity for our purposes. Specifically, let
π : X ∼= M be the Mostowski collapse of X, so that M is a κ-model in V . Since
G was X-generic, it follows that this agrees with the Mostowski collapse of the
extension π : X[G] ∼= M [G]. Choose θ > λ large enough that Vθ[G] can verify the
properness of Q in V [G]. Since κ is strongly unfoldable in V , there is a θ-strong
unfoldability embedding j : M → N , with Vθ ⊆ N and j(f)(κ) ≥ θ, as well as
M, j ∈ N . As before, j(P) is the PFA lottery preparation of j(κ) relative to j(f),
which agrees with P up to stage κ. Since Vθ[G] ⊆ N [G], it follows that Q is proper
in N [G] and appears in the lottery sum at stage κ of j(P). Below a condition opting
for Q at this stage, we may factor j(P) as P ∗ Q̇ ∗ Ptail. Force to add a V [G][g]-
generic filter Gtail ⊆ Ptail and lift the embedding to j : M [G] → N [j(G)], where
j(G) = G ∗ g ∗ Gtail.

Let Q0 = π(Q) be the image of Q under the Mostowski collapse π, and let D0

be the collapse of D. Let g0 = π " (g ∩ X[G]) be the image of g under π. Since
Vθ ⊆ N , it follows that X ∈ N and so N [j(G)] is able to construct the collapse
π of X[G] and consequently Q0 and g0 are both in N [j(G)]. Since j � M was in
N , the model N [j(G)] is able to construct the lift of j to M [G]. Therefore, the
object j " g0 is in N [j(G)]. Since X[G] is closed under meets in Q and since g is
a filter on Q, it follows that g ∩ X[G] is a directed subset of Q ∩ X[G]. The set
g0 is therefore a directed subset of Q0 and consequently j " g0 is a directed subset
of j(Q0). Since g ∩ A ∩ X[G] �= ∅, it follows that g0 ∩ π(A) �= ∅ and consequently
(j " g0) ∩ j(π(A)) �= ∅ for every A ∈ D. Since D has size ω1, it follows that every
element of j(D0) has the form j(π(A)) for some A ∈ D. In summary, the filter
on j(Q0) generated by j " g0 in N [j(G)] meets every antichain in j(D0). By the
elementarity of j : M [G] → N [j(G)], it follows that M [G] has a filter on Q0 meeting
every antichain in D0, and so X[G] has a filter on Q meeting every antichain in D,
meaning that V [G] has a filter on Q meeting every antichain in D, as desired. So
V [G] |= PFAκ, as we claimed. �

We may assemble the previous theorems into an equiconsistency:

Corollary 7. The following are equiconsistent over ZFC:

(1) There is an unfoldable cardinal κ.
(2) PFA(ℵ2-preserving) + PFA(ℵ3-preserving) + PFAℵ2 + 2ω = ℵ2.
(3) PFAc.
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Proof. The equiconsistency of statements 1 and 3 is essentially due to Miyamoto
[Miy98], since he proved that PFAc is equiconsistent with the existence of a strongly
unfoldable cardinal, which by Villaveces [Vil98] is equiconsistent with the existence
of an unfoldable cardinal, because every unfoldable cardinal is strongly unfoldable in
L. We have established that the consistency of statement 1 implies that of statement
2 via the PFA lottery preparation, and clearly statement 2 implies statement 3. �

The natural question arises as to the relationship between the three principles.

Question 8. Do any of the principles PFA(ℵ2-preserving), PFA(ℵ3-preserving) or
PFAc imply any of the others? Are the former principles equiconsistent with the
latter?

By Corollary 7, the principle PFAc has sufficient consistency strength to imply
the others, but we do not yet have an outright implication. We note that the
argument of Theorem 6 was somewhat easier than that of Theorem 2; the issue
of covering was avoided and we were able to work in a straightforward way with
elementary substructures in the ground model. Since it was easier to establish PFAc

than PFA(ℵ2-preserving) or PFA(ℵ3-preserving), perhaps this indicates that these
latter principles may be fully as strong as an unfoldable cardinal, just as PFAc is.

Let us now extract a more local version of the theorem by paying careful attention
to the size of Q required in the main arguments.

Theorem 9. If κ is (θ + 1)-strongly unfoldable, with κ ≤ θ, and 0� does not exist,
then the PFA lottery preparation of κ forces the principles PFA(ℵ2-preserving ∩Vθ),
PFA(ℵ3-preserving ∩ Vθ) and PFAc(Vθ).

Proof. The point is that if Q ∈ Vθ, then having N�θ ⊆ N is sufficient in order to
know that Q ∈ N [G] and N [G] |= Q is proper. Thus, the hypothesis of (θ+1)-strong
unfoldability is sufficient to handle such Q in V [G]. �

Since κ is totally indescribable if and only if it is (κ+m)-strongly unfoldable for
every finite m, we similarly obtain the following.

Corollary 10. If κ is totally indescribable and 0� does not exist, then the PFA
lottery preparation of κ forces PFA(size<�ω + ℵ2-preserving) and PFA(size<�ω +
ℵ3-preserving).

One may view the recent results of Neeman and Schimmerling as further refine-
ments of this method.

Theorem 11 (Neeman [Nee08], Neeman+Schimmerling [NS08]).
(1) PFA(c-linked) is equiconsistent over ZFC with the existence of a Σ2

1-
indescribable cardinal.

(2) If the existence of a Σ2
2-indescribable cardinal is consistent with ZFC, then

so is PFA(c+-c.c.).

Indescribability is of course a weak form of strong unfoldability, and c-linked
forcing is contained within c+-c.c., and as c = ℵ2 in their model, this forcing is
contained within ℵ3-preserving. So they attain a somewhat weaker form of PFA
from a somewhat weaker large cardinal notion than we have in our main theorems
above. Neeman and Schimmerling first prove that one may reduce to the case of Q

of size at most c+, and then perform the PFA lottery preparation and argue via the
reflection form of indescribability. We expect that one could cast their argument,
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however, in terms of the indescribability embeddings of Hauser [Hau91], having the
form j : M → N with Vκ+1 ⊆ N , Nκ ⊆ N and N is sufficiently correct that Q is in
N and proper there, so that it appears in the stage κ lottery. In this situation, one
could proceed as in Theorem 2. Cast in this embedding form, their argument would
more closely resemble our construction and the original Baumgartner argument.

For completeness, we now describe the Baumgartner construction from a super-
compact cardinal. A function f ...κ → κ has the supercompactness Menas property if
for every θ there is a θ-supercompactness embedding j : V → M , so that cp(j) = κ
and Mθ ⊆ M , such that j(f)(κ) ≥ θ. It is not difficult to construct such a function
from the failure-of-supercompactness function γ �→ the least λ such that γ is not
λ-supercompact.

Theorem 12. The PFA lottery preparation of a supercompact cardinal κ, relative
to a function with the supercompactness Menas property, forces PFA.

Proof. This is essentially the Baumgartner argument, but using the lottery prepa-
ration in place of his Laver-style iteration. Suppose that G ⊆ P is V -generic for the
lottery preparation P relative to f , and that Q is proper in V [G] and D is a family
of ℵ1 many dense subsets in V [G]. Choose θ large enough so that if j : V → M is a
θ-supercompactness embedding, then Q ∈ HM

θ [G] and Q is proper there. By using
the Menas property j(f)(κ) ≥ θ, it follows that Q appears in the stage κ lottery
of j(P), and so below a condition opting for Q in this lottery, we may factor j(P)
as P ∗ Q ∗ Ptail. Let g ∗ Gtail be V [G]-generic for the forcing Q ∗ Ptail, and lift the
embedding to j : V [G] → M [j(G)], where j(G) = G ∗ g ∗ Gtail. Since j " θ ∈ M ,
we may construct j " g ⊆ j(Q) in M [j(G)]. Since g ⊆ Q is a filter, it follows that
j " g is directed and hence generates a filter on j(Q). Furthermore, if D ∈ D, then
D ∩ g �= ∅ by genericity, so j(D) ∩ j " g �= ∅ also. Since D has size ℵ1, which
is less than κ, it follows that j(D) = j " D, and so j " g meets every element of
j(D). In short, M [j(G)] has a filter on j(Q) meeting every dense set in j(D). By
elementarity, it follows that V [G] has a filter on Q for D, as desired. �

Let us close this paper by mentioning that the theorems of this article all general-
ize to the case of semi-proper forcing and SPFA, by using revised countable support
instead of countable support in the PFA lottery preparation. Specifically, we define
the SPFA lottery preparation of κ relative to f ... κ → κ to be the revised countable
support κ-iteration that at stage γ forces with the lottery sum of all semi-proper
Q in H

V [Gγ ]

f(γ)+ . For a review of revised countable support iterations, see [Fuc]. The
difference between countable support and revised countable support does not cause
any difficulties in the previous arguments, and the arguments easily adapt to the
following:

Theorem 13.
(1) If κ is strongly unfoldable and 0� does not exist, then the SPFA lottery

preparation forces SPFAc, SPFA(ℵ2-preserving) and SPFA(ℵ3-preserving),
with c = κ = ℵ2.

(2) If κ is strongly unfoldable, then the SPFA lottery preparation forces SPFAc,
SPFA(ℵ2-covering) and SPFA(ℵ3-covering), with c = κ = ℵ2.

Corollary 14. The following are equiconsistent over ZFC:
(1) There is an unfoldable cardinal κ.
(2) SPFA(ℵ2-preserving) + SPFA(ℵ3-preserving) + SPFAℵ2 + 2ω = ℵ2.
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(3) SPFAc.
(4) PFA(ℵ2-preserving) + PFA(ℵ3-preserving) + PFAℵ2 + 2ω = ℵ2.
(5) PFAc.

Our summary conclusion, viewing the unfoldable cardinals as relatively weak,
is that in order to extract significant strength from PFA or SPFA, one must use
forcing notions that collapse ℵ3 to ℵ1.
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